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Dust Bowl Girls by Lydia Reeder

Set during the Great Depression, this is the inspiring
story of a group of young women recruited from
struggling farms to join a high school basketball team
and their ascent to glory on the hardwood. Success
on the court offers this unlikely team the chance at
free college education and a better life.

I Hate Everyone, Except You
by Clinton Kelly

This snarky yet hilarious collection of essays by the
moderator of The Chew charts his journey from a
misfit youth to an awkward adult, exploring his
haphazard experiences with 1980s porn, Jersey’s
premier water parks, his sister’s cheerleading
endeavors, a life-threatening mud bath and more.

Live to Eat by Michael Psilakis

The acclaimed Greek-American chef offers a
cookbook that highlights the deliciousness and
proven health benefits of the Mediterranean diet.
Psilakis’s mission is to prove that healthy food can
be comfort food, and his evidence is the food
of his heritage.

The Metabolism Plan
by Lyn-Genet Recitas

Visit cuyahogalibrary.org/WhatToRead
to reserve these great titles and more!

This follow-up to The Plan outlines a customizable
30-day program for jump-starting the metabolism
for weight loss and energy. Gain insights into the
counterintuitive properties of various foods to explain
their potential role in health, and discover foods and
exercises that work for you.
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Storm in a Teacup
by Helen Czerski

This fascinating book explains key scientific principles
through familiar examples we observe in our daily
lives. Grand scientific theories are illustrated through
the smallest everyday objects and experiences.

The Telomere Effect

by Elizabeth Blackburn, PhD,
and Elissa Epel, PhD

The Nobel Prize-winning scientist whose team
discovered telomerase – the enzyme that replenishes
DNA-protecting telomeres – joins a psychologist
who researched specific lifestyle habits tied to health
and longevity to share strategic information about
sleep, exercise, diet and stress – a revolutionary
approach to living younger, healthier, longer.

